
Rope Fish Beginners Care Guide: A
Comprehensive Guide to Keeping Rope Fish
as Pets

Rope fish (Erpetoichthys calabaricus) are fascinating and unique fish that
make excellent pets for both beginners and experienced fish keepers alike.
With their eel-like bodies, long fins, and nocturnal habits, they add a touch
of mystery and elegance to any aquarium. This comprehensive beginner's
care guide will provide you with all the essential information you need to
know about keeping rope fish as pets, including their habitat requirements,
diet, health, and compatibility.
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Habitat Requirements

Rope fish are native to the slow-moving, heavily vegetated waters of West
and Central Africa. They prefer warm, well-oxygenated water with a pH
range of 6.5-8.0 and a temperature range of 75-82°F (24-28°C).

A minimum tank size of 55 gallons is recommended for a single rope fish,
with an additional 10 gallons for each additional fish. The tank should be
equipped with a strong filtration system to maintain water quality.

Rope fish are burrowing fish, so they require a substrate that they can dig
into, such as sand or fine gravel. They also need plenty of hiding places,
such as caves, driftwood, and dense vegetation.

Diet

Rope fish are carnivores and their diet consists primarily of live prey, such
as worms (bloodworms, blackworms, tubifex),brine shrimp, snails, and
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small fish. They may also accept frozen or freeze-dried food, such as krill
or mysis shrimp.

It is important to feed rope fish a variety of live and frozen foods to ensure
that they are getting all the nutrients they need. Live food can also help to
stimulate their natural hunting instincts.

Rope fish are not aggressive eaters, so it is best to feed them small
amounts of food several times a day, rather than one large meal.

Health

Rope fish are generally hardy fish, but they can be susceptible to certain
diseases, such as ich, fin rot, and swim bladder disorders.

Ich is a parasitic disease that causes white spots on the body and fins of
the fish. Fin rot is a bacterial infection that affects the fins, causing them to
become ragged and frayed. Swim bladder disorders can cause the fish to
have trouble swimming or maintaining their balance.

It is important to quarantine new fish before adding them to your tank to
prevent the spread of disease. You should also regularly monitor your fish
for any signs of illness and treat them promptly if necessary.

Compatibility

Rope fish are generally peaceful fish, but they can be territorial towards
other bottom-dwelling fish, such as loaches and catfish. They may also
prey on small fish, so it is best to avoid keeping them with fish that are
much smaller than they are.



Good tankmates for rope fish include other peaceful fish, such as tetras,
rasboras, and barbs. You can also keep them with larger fish, such as
cichlids and oscars, as long as the tank is large enough.

Rope fish are fascinating and unique fish that make excellent pets for both
beginners and experienced fish keepers alike. With their eel-like bodies,
long fins, and nocturnal habits, they add a touch of mystery and elegance
to any aquarium.

By following the care guide provided in this article, you can ensure that
your rope fish live long and healthy lives.
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